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SMA Treasurer’s Report
SMA Business Meeting – AAA – Friday, December 1, 2017
Budget Trends 2011-2018:
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Revenue, Expenses, and Net Assets Since 2011:
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Commentary:
Please note that this report does not include references to the MAQ budget, which is included in the MAQ Editor’s report. Further, the
2011-2016 numbers are “actual” and the 2017-2018 numbers are “projected”. The 2017 YTD (year to date; the latest numbers are
from October 31, 2018) column includes actual revenue and expenditure for the first three quarters. The AAA meeting-related
expenses, which tend to be significant (for expenditure, such as awards, and supplementary travel support for Board members; also for
revenue, such as from workshops organized), are not yet included. Depending on our expenses in the 4th quarter of 2017, the “actual”
expenditure for 2017 may be lower than projected (the AAA expenses and revenue, e.g. workshops, are not yet included). This has
been the case in previous years.
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Revenue

The 2017 YTD (Year to Date) columns include an unusual and exceptional spike in revenue and subsequently in our net assets. The
SMA received $45,886.79 as an advance payment from Wiley, the publisher of the AAA publication portfolio that also includes the MAQ,
after the new publishing contract has been awarded to Wiley. Further, the SMA received a $16,031.67 rebate from the AAA publishing
fund, which the AAA created preparing for a possible transition from Wiley to a new publisher. As Wiley continues to publish the AAA
publishing portfolio, the publishing sections receive a part of this fund. Initially, it was planned to allocate both amounts evenly over
the next five years, but we received them this year as a lump sum.
This spike may give the impression that our finances are in a good health. However, this is misleading as these are only one-time
revenues and the SMA has to continue to closely monitor its revenue streams and expenditures. The SMA Board approved radical belttightening efforts for the 2018 budget, reducing our projected expenses by about $14,000, considering that our main revenue source –
membership dues – is remaining stagnant or declining and because we had an additional expense starting with 2017 – the stipend for
the MAQ editorial assistant. Even though there is likely to be an increase in the percentage of royalties received from the AAA
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publishing portfolio to about 20% resulting in about $8,000 additional revenue, this may not offset in the long-term our added
expenses and the SMA is likely to continue subsidizing the MAQ.

In short: the spike in this year’s revenue should not lead to complacency. Unless we continue our efforts to balance our
budget our financial health could be at risk. We are looking at a situation where we may have to dig into our net assets and then
within a few years go below the minimum amount the AAA expects us to have in savings, which is the double amount of a yearly
expenditure. Due to the one-time boost in net assets and tight-belting efforts, however, the possibility of having to draw from our
savings is delayed for a couple of years.

The SIG accounts are included in the SMA Net Assets. At the moment, all SIGs together have $4.391.62 in their accounts as well as
$2,926 in their savings, totaling $7,317.62. A good number of SIGs started this year to give gift cards instead of cash awards, which
are not yet included in the current report. Thus, the total SIG assets are likely to be about $5,600, comparable with previous years.
Even though this amount is part of the SMA net assets, the SMA cannot use it to pay its expenses.
The Eileen Basker Award Endowment is not included in the general SMA Net Assets. From January to October, 2018, the endowment
generated $709 through interests and currently stands at $18,243.01. As this amount, plus the projected interest in the fourth quarter,
is not enough to cover the $1,000 for the Basker Award, Virginia Dominguez kindly agreed to cover most of the shortfall. Our
fundraising efforts this year aimed at increasing the endowment to about $25,000 in order to generate the $1,000 for the annual
Basker Award. However, we didn’t reach this target. Nevertheless, $959 was raised this year through donations. We continue our
fundraising efforts and donations can be made through the SMA Homepage on the “Donate”-site.
Also other fundraising efforts will continue. On the “Donate”-site of the Homepage, we also solicit donations for the SMA General Fund,
which did not receive donations this year despite repeated communication with the SMA membership. Finally, our outgoing webmaster
created an Amazon Smile account to generate additional funds. It is fairly new and has, thus, not yet generated revenue.
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2018 Changes to SMA Expenditure:

2018 ‐ Projected Expenditure: $38,346
Prof./Consult./Honoraria
Travel & Related Expenses
Awards & Honors
Section Web Sites
Miscellaneous Expense
Meeting Food and Space
Development & Promotion
YTD Pubs (Rev) less Exp

The SMA Board approved some significant changes to the 2018 Budget to address budgetary constraints and concerns that warrant
some explanation:
 “Professional, Consulting and Honoraria” has been reduced. The SMA Assistant position with a stipend of $7,000 has been
reconfigured as the AAA Meeting Support Assistant with a stipend of $2,500. This category also included the $2,500 stipend for
the Digital Communications Manager and five SMA Student Memberships at $20 to thank volunteers working with the SMA
Communications Chair.
 The amount budgeted for the “Supplementary Meetings Travel” category remains about the same but the actual amount spent
in this category is generally much lower than projected. SMA Board members tend to utilize their institutions’ travel support first
before requesting travel assistance. For 2018, this category also includes travel subsidies (1) for Board Officers attending the
SfAA meeting and (2) for the Meeting Support Assistant, the Digital Communications Manager, and the Webmaster attending the
AAA. This partial travel subsidy is the largest expense in the 2018 projected budget. As noted earlier, the partial travel subsidy is
only available when board members and staff have exhausted all other sources of support. Please note that the MAQ editor,
editorial assistant and the reviews editor receive a travel support subsidy through the MAQ budget.
 The “Awards” category has been increased primarily through simplifying accounting by shifting awards from other categories to
this category, such as the five Student Conference Travel Awards. Thus, for 2018, the SMA plans to award and pay for:
o Eileen Basker Memorial Prize (mainly paid through the Basker Endowment and a donation by Virginia Dominguez, but the
SMA covers any remaining shortfall)
o Polgar MAQ Awards
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o MASA Mentorship Award
o Five AAA Student Conference Travel Awards
o Careen Achievement Award
o Charles Hughes Graduate Student Paper Award
The “Section Website” category has been significantly reduced, mainly by reducing the webmaster’s stipend made possible
through working with student webmasters and moving the website onto the AAA server, which is free of charge.
The “Meeting Food and Space” category has been significantly reduced by reducing expenditure for food and drinks for SMAsponsored events.
The “Development and Promotion” category has been significantly reduced because its main expense, the student awards, has
been shifted to the “Awards” category.
The “YTD Pubs (Rev less Exp)” category refers to expenses for the MAQ, which routinely needs to be subsidized by section dues.
The amount of the subsidy varies from year to year. We began a period where the costs of running MAQ’s Academic Editorial
Office are higher as universities are not anymore able to support the Editor by providing student assistants and other forms of
assistance. For 2017, the largest part of the increased projected costs is for the editorial assistant. Given the climate of
decreasing institutional support for scholarly journals, future recruitments will likely face similar challenges. We projected last
year that we need to dig into our net assets, which will not be necessary due to the one-time payments from Wiley and the AAA
publishing fund. For 2018, due to projected MAQ revenue increases and reduced expenses, subsidies for the MAQ are predicted
to be small. However, this can rapidly change if the revenue predictions are inaccurate.

Conclusions:
Overall, we reduced our expenses for 2018 by about $14,000. We need to evaluate these efforts to balance our budget in terms of
appropriateness of the cuts to expenditure as well as in light of long-term revenue, which comes mainly from membership dues and
MAQ royalties. The MAQ Editor’s report addresses the latter, while the report of the Chair of the Membership Committee addresses
membership trends. It is concerning that SMA membership has been slightly decreasing, though not as much as the overall AAA
membership, subsequently also the SMA revenue. Particularly some membership categories experienced a significant loss, such as the
International Membership category. If the overall membership declines, the SMA revenue will decrease and the Board needs to
evaluate its expenditure. On a positive note, student membership has been increasing slightly. Further, there seems to be potential to
increase membership of our retired colleagues. I encourage SMA members, SIGs, etc. to speak with their colleagues and students
about joining the SMA. The AAA is currently engaging in an initiative to motivate lapsed members, including SMA members to renew
their membership at a discount.
To sum up: Due to drastic cuts in expenditure and unexpected one-time revenue, our financial situation is somewhat
stable though precarious as membership numbers may drop and MAQ royalty revenue may decline.
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2018 ‐ Projected Membership Revenue:
$53,062
Membership ‐ Regular
Membership ‐ Student
Membership ‐ Retired
Membership ‐
International

Please note that the SMA Board decided not to increase
the current membership dues, which are already high
compared to other sections:
Professional- $68
International rate- developed country- $68
International rate- developing country $30
Retired- $35
Joint - $10
Sustaining- $98
Student - $20

Membership ‐ Sustaining
Membership ‐ Joint

Projected revenue through sustaining members is likely to
be significantly lower than estimated, unless more longterm SMA members become “sustaining members”.

